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region as possible.
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Introduction
For some 50 years military relationships have been an important practical and symbolic definer of
international linkages and of the ebb and flow of international friendships. That may not be so true in
the future. The end of the Cold War has forced obvious alterations in international alignments and,
consequently, in thinking about world and regional order. This makes it opportune to re‐evaluate
some aspects of New Zealandʹs security policies to determine whether there is sufficient change on
the international environment to make changes to a set of defence and security policies which have,
broadly unchanged, served New Zealand for some five decades. These policies characterise New
Zealand as having being:
•
firmly aligned to the western group of states;
•
strongly supportive of the United Nations and of UN peacekeeping operations in their various
guises;
•
focused for most of the time on Southeast Asia and on the South Pacific; and
•
reliant on alliance and other military relationships relationships to (it was generally accepted)
ensure a large measure of security and to help provide security to other states.
Of these, the alliances, and a range of more or less associated military relationships, have been the
most contentious. 1 There have been continual assertions that, variously, the alliances have either
ensured or jeopardised security. Both positions can not simultaneously be correct, although either
might be at different times for different alliances. Neither position has been analysed to any extent
for alliances in general, although specific alliances, especially that with the United States and
Australia (ANZUS), have been. Consequently, conclusions about alliances and their utility have often
been generalised from quite limited, and sometimes partial, examples.
New Zealandʹs alliance relationships have been with more than just the United States, Britain and
Australia, but it is with those states that New Zealand has been most closely identified. Other alliance
states (France, Thailand, Pakistan and the Philippines in the South East Asia Treaty Organisation
[SEATO], and Malaysia and Singapore in the Five Power Defence Arrangements [FPDA]) have
played a more peripheral role in New Zealandʹs defence thinking, although the alliances themselves
have been of some importance at different times. New Zealand has been a member of some eight or
more separate, although often linked, security relationships which could be described as alliances.
Now there are just two (perhaps three) alliances: 2
•
the FPDA, which links New Zealand with Australia and Britain to provide a guarantee of
consultations in the case of any threat to the security of Malaysia or Singapore;
•
the bilateral relationship with Australia through the Canberra Pact (1944) and the series of
public commitments to each otherʹs security given in policy documents and by politicians over
the years; and
•
ANZUS, which gives a formal link to Australia and the United States, although the US has
ʹsuspendedʹ its security guarantee and the alliance operates as, in effect, two separate and quite
different bilateral relationships between the US and Australia and between Australia and New
Zealand.
Military relationships outside those specific alliances have been, until relatively recently, more
limited. There have been military exercises with Pacific rim countries such as Canada and Japan and
more latterly Thailand, Korea and Indonesia. As well, New Zealand has a small programme, the
Mutual Assistance Programme (MAP), run by the armed forces which gives individual and group
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training to the armed forces of most Asian and South Pacific states in return for access to training
opportunities in and with those countries.
The broad aim of this paper is to determine whether New Zealandʹs alliance and other military
relationships are likely to enhance peace and security for the country in the medium to long term or
degrade it.

•
•

•
•

Specifically:
is there anything in New Zealandʹs past alliance experience which should lead us to
conclusions about their future utility; and, following from that
are the global and regional strategic environments of the next century likely to have such
characteristics that sensible conclusions about alliances and their future utility can be drawn;
and therefore
will alliances be relevant in the global and regional strategic environment of the next century;
and if not
what other forms of military relationship could be relevant for New Zealand.

Much of the countryʹs security history of the last 50 years has been tied to alliance relationships. If
alliances have in practice had only limited utility in the past or will have none in the future then it
will make sense to orient defence policies away from alliance relationships to reflect a new
understanding of national security needs and interests. Conversely, if the alliances have been useful
in the past or if the future geo‐political environment seems to emphasise the need for the kinds of
returns given by alliances, then it may make sense to reinforce alliance relations with appropriate
states.
For these reasons, there is some theoretical and historical discussion of alliances before an
analysis of their utility. This paper firstly examines alliances as institutions made and operated by
states for their own benefit. The focus of the analysis is on their utility. The analysis concentrates on
the second half of the twentieth century (when New Zealand was most heavily involved in alliance
relationships) using as small case studies New Zealandʹs own alliance experiences, takes account of
the period of relative peace since the end of the Cold War and looks forward to the twenty first
century. New Zealandʹs geographical and functional interests are considered in this context.
Following from this, the paper considers whether other forms of military relationship could or
should replace or supplement alliance relationships.
What are Alliances?
An alliance is a relationship between states in which each undertakes to assist (or at least consider
assisting) its partners if they are threatened militarily. 3 An alliance may be formal or informal; treaty
based or based on ʹunderstandingsʹ; strongly institutionalised or loose; and either ʹforʹ or ʹagainstʹ
some other state or group of states. New Zealand has experience of alliances with all of these varied
and sometimes mutually opposed characteristics.
Clearly, there is a wide margin of meaning within the concept of alliance and the definition above
is contested in areas. For some, it is a ʹtreaty relationship between designated states where there is a
declared commitment to and reasonable expectation of military action by the treaty partners if the
situation with any one of them warrants such helpʹ. 4 Stephen Walt leaves out a necessary concept of
treaty: ʹa formal or informal relationship of security cooperation between two or more sovereign
states. The definition assumes some level of commitment and an exchange of benefits for both
partiesʹ. 5
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The degree of formality required is disputed. Although Walt leaves out the concept of a formal
treaty, Reiter emphasises it. A ʹformal alliance as expressed in a treaty is qualitatively different from a
general congruence of interests, as the formality of a treaty creates tight bonds between the
signatoriesʹ. 6 If treaty arrangements are ignored the stateʹs future reputation as an ally will be
jeopardised. Osgood argues that it is a ʹlatent war community, based on general cooperation that
goes beyond formal provisions and that signatories must continually cultivate in order to preserve
mutual confidence in each otherʹs fidelity to specified obligationsʹ. 7
A firmly conflictual view is given by Liska. Alliances associate ʹlike minded actors in the hope of
overcoming their rivalsʹ. 8 They formalise ʹalignments based on interests or coercionʹ. 9 He argues that
alliances are:
Against, and only derivatively for, someone or something. The sense of community may
consolidate alliances; it rarely brings them about ... cooperation in alliances is in large part the
consequence of conflicts with adversaries and may submerge only temporarily the conflicts among
alliesʹ. 10
Stein notes the range of motives for entering into an alliance:
Many alliances reflect nothing more than self‐interest. Some alliances have probably been little
more than a symbolic affirmation of mutual interests that really need not have been institutionalised
and formalised. Alternatively, some alliances have really been coordination or collaboration regimes
... that entail joint decision making to resolve dilemmas that arise from individual decision making. 11
Other authorities focus on the way that alliances and their institutions may adopt an international
role as both a strategic and diplomatic player in their own right. NATO is normally used as the
example here, while at the opposite extreme are the loose and essentially ad hoc coalitions of interest
as seen in ʹthe Axis alliance of 1939‐45 or most inter‐Arab alliances, which were limited partnerships
in which each member acted relatively independentlyʹ. 12
Although often conflicting in detail, each of these definitions contributes something to our
understanding of the institution. It has a security component, it is prepared in the worst case for war,
states enter into it for selfish reasons, there are commitments (formal and informal) and there is
cooperation at some level between the partners. To some extent all of these factors must be present to
call a relationship an alliance. But there is still much flexibility available within the concept.
Why Ally
An alliance, according to Rothstein, is an instrument of statecraft: ʹas such [it is] morally neutral.
The decision to ally rarely stems from principle. In the normal course of events it simply reflects the
expediential calculations at the root of nearly all [policy] decisionsʹ. 13 Alliances are formed as the
outcome of choices. They are formed because those allying see more advantage in doing so than
not. 14 Equally, they may be dissolved as the result of similar calculations.
For as long as states have existed they have come into dispute with each other. Sometimes their
disputes are settled through the formal processes of international law, occasionally they are resolved
by negotiation and compromise. At other times war occurs, either because negotiation has not
worked or because one side or the other has decided that it will achieve its aims more effectively
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through fighting than through the less certain processes of international negotiation, mediation and
arbitration.
In the cases where war is resorted to or anticipated, states may attempt to maximise their power
by securing allies; both to have them fight alongside and to provide moral and political strength for
the cause. Alternatively, short of war, alliances may be used as a more or less permanent device for
system ordering in which one group of states ally to balance the power of a potential hegemonic state
or group of states to prevent it dictating the terms of a regional order.
Doran describes the calculus of thought as follows:
To what extent does participation in an alliance increase foreign policy benefits through
enhancing oneʹs own security and through reducing oneʹs own probability of getting involved in
war, and to what extent does participation decrease those benefits through entanglement in wars,
precipitated by allies, that serve to undermine oneʹs own security and increase oneʹs own frequency
or intensity of war involvement. 15
Within New Zealandʹs experience, the South East Asia Collective Defence Treaty and its
organisation, SEATO (1954‐72), was certainly formed in response to the perceived threat of China.
More recently, it is argued that ASEAN was formed with a ʹbalance of power dimension from the
beginning, by locking a potentially hegemonic Indonesia into the systemʹ. 16 This approach to
alliances follows Walt who argues that states ally as a response to threat, either by balancing against
it or bandwagoning with it. 17
States ally, then, because they feel more secure within an alliance than outside it. Because of the
structural anarchy within the international system, the argument goes, states are forced to attempt to
maximise their own strength against potential enemies; which in the worst case could be any other
state. 18 This is the Hobbesian world of almost perpetual war interspersed with the lull of peace. 19 In
these theories, institutions such as alliances are ʹarenas for acting out power relationshipsʹ rather than
ends in themselves which might prevent war. 20 This, loosely, is the ʹrealistʹ view of world strategic
affairs.
But it is not always some immediate threat which may lead to an alliance. It seems that, for small
powers at least, alliances may be joined because of the effect of past individual (good) experience,
rather than because of the realist explanation that they are a reaction to immediate threat. 21 Morrow
describes one model:
Alliances can advance diverse but compatible interests. In this view a nation will judge the
attractiveness of an alliance by comparing the benefits of an allyʹs ability to advance its interests to
the costs of advancing the allyʹs interests. When the former exceeds the latter for both nations, they
will want to form an alliance. 22
In these cases, states are just as likely to be looking for the benefits (of scale, of sharing) to be
obtained by cooperating with another state as they are preparing for the worst case of imminent war.
This is the so called ʹidealistʹ view of world affairs. The institution of alliance may, in these cases,
merely be a convenient device to allow the wider relationship to develop within a well understood
international institutional framework.
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Once formed, no matter what the reason for formation, alliances may develop into a ʹsecurity
communityʹ within which other non‐security international process, such as wider political dialogue,
trade or cultural exchanges, may freely take place and within which there is not and can not be any
thought of using armed force to resolve conflict. 23 If and when security communities do develop we
are able to transform the concept of alliance. It becomes not only (or even primarily) an agent for
balancing or bandwagoning to derive power and security, but also one in which transnational
linkages and networks develop over the full range of the relationship. 24 ASEAN may have developed
into such a grouping, and Australia and New Zealand certainly form a security community. 25
If the concept of alliances may validly be taken beyond the realist view of them as instruments to
maximise power, different criteria should be used to evaluate them. We should not focus solely on
threat and success in avoiding or winning war. We should also consider the longer‐term benefits or
costs over the full range of relations between the participating states, and with other states not part of
the alliance, as a means of determining their past and future utility.
Not all analysts accept the sanguine possibility that alliances may be something less than
institutions for war. Mearsheimer, for example, does not accept that: ʹthis optimistic assessment of
institutions [that they hold great promise for promoting peace] is not warrantedʹ. 26 His views are
reinforced by Glaser, when discussing cooperation and competition between states, who sees alliance
building as a form of competition because, although the allies are cooperating, they are doing so
within a competitive environment – especially if balancing is the primary motive for the alliance
relationship. 27 If Mearsheimer and Glaser are correct, then the potential utility of alliances is limited
to their security utility.
It may be, as Keohane explains, that states widen their concept of their own self interest through
the lessons they learn from their involvement in international institutions. 28 We do have choices in
determining how we wish to respond to the international environment. One choice will be in the
kinds of institutions we belong to. It will make sense to ensure that the institutions we choose to
belong to are not of the kind that are likely promote war. They should instead reduce it through the
development of norms of behaviour for the member states and for the institution when dealing with
similar institutions.
New Zealandʹs Choices: Alliance Relationships
New Zealand has entered into and maintained alliance relationships for a range of motives
considerably wider than given by the conventional realist explanations of bandwagoning or
balancing. To take account of this range, I have sketched out elsewhere a classification of alliance
behaviour as being:
•
•
•
•

proactive (no immediate threat, peace of mind desired);
reactive (responding to a perceived threat);
emotional (where the relationship is almost automatic); and
networking (where benefits other than security are received or given). 29

The categories are not exclusive and alliances may move between them according to the needs of
the moment. This kind of taxonomy takes account of both the dominant realist explanation of state
behaviour and also the less accepted idealist view. The following section provides some brief
discussion of New Zealandʹs alliance behaviour since 1945 and an explanation of how the alliances fit
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within the broad categories described above. Not all of the relationships discussed have involved
formal treaties, but all clearly fit the concepts discussed above within which alliances should be
analysed.
The earliest alliance hardly involved choice at all. Immediately after World War II, the 1946
London Conference of Commonwealth Prime Ministers agreed that each member of the Common‐
wealth should: accept responsibility for the defence of its own area; accept the principle of joint
responsibility among members for the protection of lines of communication; and agree that it was in
all their strategic interests to assist in maintaining a position in those protective areas which directly
affected their own territory and communications. 30 The conference rejected a centralised system of
Commonwealth defence and recognised that the alternative was some looser system for coordination
which should be based on national organisations.
For New Zealand this meant coordination of effort with Australia and Britain in the ANZAM
(Australia and New Zealand in the Malayan Area). Under ANZAM arrangements New Zealand was
responsible for her own defence, for the defence of local sea lines of communication and for assisting
with the defence of Malaya in conditions short of war. Australia emphasised ʹtheir intentions of
developing national as distinct from Commonwealth forcesʹ. 31 New Zealand, however, still desired a
Commonwealth link: ʹwithout ANZAM there would have to be some other form of machinery [to
coordinate Commonwealth military relationships]ʹ. 32 This was a very loose alliance, but alliance it
was. New Zealand was involved in it for both proactive security reasons and for the emotional
Commonwealth links. ANZAM lasted, in effect, until the 1970s when both Australia and Britain
withdrew their forces from the region and may still be discerned in outline with the biennial
BRITANZ meeting of Chiefs of Defence Staff of the three states.
If ANZAM was an organisation devoted to maintaining regional Commonwealth security links
without any immediate threat in mind, the Middle East Defence Organisation (MEDO) was reactive;
a direct response to the perception of a specific threat. The fate of New Zealand in global war, New
Zealandʹs policy makers believed, would be determined by the success or failure of allied arms in
vital theatres in Western Europe and the Middle East. The final decisions ʹwould not be critically
affected by the turn of events in other areas such as South East Asiaʹ. 33 Because the Middle East was
the focus of sea and air communications between the UK, the Far East and Australia and New
Zealand, and because of the increasing importance of its oil reserves, it was highly desirable that: ʹwe
do all we can to foster the successful conclusion of security arrangements for the Middle Eastʹ. 34
An allied command organisation for the Middle East (roughly an area including North Africa, the
modern Arab States to the Persian Gulf) was proposed in the light of fears that the Soviet Union had
intentions to move against the regionʹs oil fields. New Zealand was invited to become a founder
member of the MEDO and accepted in 1951. 35 If the fate of the west was to be decided here, New
Zealand wanted to be involved to the extent practicable. The organisation was never, perhaps
fortunately, put to the test. Egypt, the major regional power would not join, and there were continual
difficulties in establishing any form of proper planning organisation. Despite this, New Zealandʹs
desire to ensure security through alliance membership was clear.
The Asia‐Pacific region was initially an area of somewhat lesser security concern as the United
States was clearly the dominant power. In early 1951 the Chiefs of Staff had determined that a direct
treaty was one option for a security arrangement with the US, as an alternative to either a Pacific
wide alliance system or an informal US undertaking not to stand aside if attempts occurred to disturb
the peace of the Pacific. They concluded that there were no military reasons for any formal approach
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to the US for a Pacific Defence Pact and that a direct treaty commitment from the US to New Zealand
was probably not obtainable. 36 Additionally, any formal pact with the US in the Pacific might ʹhinder
or future policy in respect to Malaya or Japanese rearmament or immigration from the Philippinesʹ. 37
New Zealandʹs politicians were less sanguine: ʹʺBritannia no longer ruled the wavesʺ. It was vital to
get a United States security guaranteeʹ. 38
The political view prevailed, reinforced by the likelihood of a formal peace treaty with Japan and
against the background of the war in Korea. New Zealand strongly preferred a tripartite pact (to
include Australia), but if the United States insisted on the inclusion of the Philippines, as ʹavailable
evidence suggested she wouldʹ, New Zealand would rather accept a quadripartite arrangement than
jeopardise a prospect of obtaining a formal US guarantee for Australia and New Zealand. 39 The
United Sates was sympathetic to the desire for a tripartite arrangement and proposed to present the
proposal to the Philippines as one which merely brought Australia and New Zealand into the same
arrangement with the United States as that already held by the Philippines. The US Administration
wanted to revive the wartime relationship with Australia and New Zealand and was anxious to
move along as Congress seemed receptive to the proposal. 40
At first, neither New Zealand nor the United States was particularly concerned about the
mechanics and procedural aspects of ANZUS. The alliance did not, after all, face any immediate
direct threat. It too, like ANZAM was proactive (if with reactive elements to account for residual
fears of a revived Japanese ʹthreatʹ, and later to prepare to counter China). America was more
concerned about wider East Asian issues and New Zealand believed that scheduled meetings only
added to the number of international meetings without necessarily adding to the substance of
international diplomacy. 41 New Zealand agreed though, that given that obligations had been
accepted under the treaty, and that as the weight of the commitments would be fixed mainly by
developments of US policy in the Pacific, it was essential that there be a formal organisation where
matters could be discussed and information sought on US intentions. 42 New Zealand sought from
ANZUS a relationship which permitted more direct consultation with the US on Pacific problems,
allowed Australia and New Zealand to work closely with the US on plans for defence in the Pacific
area, and perhaps gave some measure of influence over US policy directions.
ANZUS did not develop any form of combined planning or operational capability. There were
regular combined exercises, especially from the 1970s after the end of the war in Vietnam and the
withdrawal of British forces from Singapore and Malaysia, and there were annual meetings of
foreign ministers. Both Australia and New Zealand routinely referred to the alliance in policy
statements as the ʹkeystone of our defenceʹ.
But the alliance in its post‐1970s form could not adapt to, and did not survive, a significant change
in New Zealandʹs domestic political environment. The United States ʹwithdrewʹ its security
guarantee and cut almost all military links with New Zealand following the 1984‐85 dispute over the
visit to New Zealand by a nuclear ʹcapableʹ but almost certainly not nuclear armed warship. New
Zealand would not allow the ship to visit without explicit guarantees as to its nuclear‐free status;
guarantees which would have violated the United Statesʹ ʹneither confirm nor denyʹ policy and which
they were not prepared to give. New Zealandʹs subsequent introduction of legislation to ban ships
whether nuclear powered or armed and its reluctance to revisit the issue of nuclear power despite an
expert committeeʹs recommendation that nuclear powered ships provide no significant hazard has
ensured that the dispute has lingered into the 1990s. 43
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This was an alliance which, for New Zealand policy makers at least from 1985, did not provide
security benefits sufficient to outweigh the perceived disadvantages of a linkage with the United
Statesʹ nuclear capabilities. The alliance could not evolve to meet the asymmetric needs of two of its
members and it became, in effect, defunct.
But in 1951 ANZUS was a major issue for the excluded Britain and France, both of which had
security interests in the region. Britain and France were included in the short‐lived Five Power Staff
Agency (1953‐54) designed to coordinate national plans for the resistance of aggression in the area
and which would include the full exchange of pertinent current intelligence. 44 Initially, the Agency
had seemed to be ʹan appropriate machinery for the development of strategic planning for Southeast
Asiaʹ. 45 The members had differing national agendas which led to internal discord, but the main
problem for this loose reactive alliance was that it was a ʹwhite manʹs pactʹ. 46 It did not involve any of
the regional states themselves in planning for regional security; a subject of increasing salience. The
Five Power Staff Agency could not last.
In 1954 the United States, as expected, came under pressure from Thailand and the Philippines to
include them in regional security arrangements. 47 The fear was of communist inspired subversion
and insurgency and, especially in Burma and Indochina, of Chinese military intervention to support
local insurgents. 48 These moves culminated in a wider defence arrangement for South East Asia the
South East Asia Collective Defence Treaty and its organisational base the South East Asia Treaty
Organisation (SEATO). This also was a reactive attempt to block the expansion of Communist
influence in the general area of South and South East Asia and the South West Pacific.
The alliance was not successful, even in the short‐term, and there is an argument to be made that
it did not meet New Zealandʹs overall security interests. 49 There was recognition that for political and
practical reasons ʹthere must be evidence of some joint planning by all eight SEATO powers, even
though the planning must be confined to innocuous subjectsʹ. 50 New Zealand was concerned that
proper planning occur on a systematic basis, unlike the situation which had developed in ANZUS,
but the United States was not convinced of the military merits of SEATO. The most satisfactory
solution, the argument went, would be to establish some form of ʹinner circleʹ planning, perhaps on
an ANZUS plus basis, but until they (the US) ʹhave a sense of conviction of the importance of making
SEATO a going concern we doubt whether much progress will be made on the military sideʹ. 51
SEATO was never able to match its quite highly developed military planning (which included
contingency plans to deal with local insurgency as well as a for a full scale Chinese invasion through
Thailand) with the political reality of differing aims and lack of trust between the members. By the
mid 1960s the war in Vietnam overshadowed all other activity in the region, and by 1972 with the
Vietnam war over and great power detente becoming a reality, the organisation dissolved completely
as a military alliance.
The defence of Malaya had been secured through the ANZAM arrangements, which also gave the
members a convenient base from which to manage their SEATO commitments. By the mid‐1950s,
though, it was clear that Malaya would become independent sooner rather than later. The three
ANZAM partners were concerned that independent Malaya would not place the same importance on
security issues as they did themselves. Independence negotiations between Malayan authorities and
Britain began in early 1956, with Australia and New Zealand participating as observers. New
Zealandʹs line was that:
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We require Malaya to be secure from external threat or internal subversion in order that we, with
our allies can be assured of a firm base upon which to base our forces needed to counter aggression
in South East Asia. 52
New Zealand would not, however, accept the formal obligations adopted by Britain for the
external defence of Malaya through the 1957 Anglo‐Malayan (later Malaysian) Defence Agreement
(AMDA). New Zealand did wish to be associated, but not to the extent of being a formal treaty
partner: ʹthe normal Commonwealth obligation will be sufficientʹ. 53 Australia and New Zealand
determined that their best course would be to associate themselves with the agreement by means of
an exchange of letters between the governments. The letters would set out the rights and obligations
held by each country, and limit the obligations to those incurred by the presence of the Common‐
wealth Strategic Reserve in the country.
Clearly, it was one thing to accept a role in the defence of a colony, another to have to give formal
guarantees for the external defence of an independent state. But, although New Zealand refused to
accept any formal role in Malayaʹs external defence, in practice it was clear that as Malaya was within
the SEATO area, New Zealand was effectively providing for her defence. There was no treaty
obligation, but in a statement to Parliament on 20 September 1963 the Prime Minister stated that:
ʹNew Zealand has always given cause to believe that she would not stand idly aside in the event of
an armed attack on Malaysiaʹ. 54 Privately, the governmentʹs position was even stronger. In a letter to
Prime Minister Macmillan of Britain on 26 September, the Prime Minister specifically envisaged the
ʹpossible employment of our forces in support of efforts of your own and Malaysian forces in
countering external aggressionʹ. The Department of External Affairs considered the combined effect
of association with AMDA and the Prime Ministerʹs statement to be at least as binding as
participation in the ANZUS or SEATO alliances. Malaysia was, in effect an alliance partner; one
which received security from New Zealand rather than provided it. New Zealandʹs attachment to
Malaysia through AMDA was in part emotional and in part proactive, as it had been when the
country was still a colony.
AMDA was relevant only for as long as Britain had significant troops in the country. Once the
British government decided that it would withdraw its troops from ʹEast of Suezʹ a new form of
arrangement became necessary. The Five Power Defence Arrangements (FPDA, 1971‐present)
between Malaysia, Singapore, New Zealand, Britain and Australia were a response to the changing
strategic situation of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Ministers from all five states declared jointly in
relation to the external defence of Malaysia and Singapore that ʹin the event of any form of armed
attack externally organised or supported or the threat of such attack ... their Governments would
immediately consult together for the purpose of deciding what measures should be takenʹ. 55
The FPDA involves little formal machinery, the agreements themselves relate primarily to
procedural matters and to that extent are similar to the provisions of AMDA agreed to by New
Zealand from 1957. An Integrated Air Defence System has been established and there are annual air
defence exercises involving all the partners. Until 1990 New Zealand maintained ground forces in
Singapore, and still exercises in the region several times a year with different elements of the armed
force on what are described as ʹfive‐power exercisesʹ. 56 Links between the armed forces of the FPDA
states have increased substantially in the 1990s and there are continued statements from political
leaders of all the states as to the wider utility of the alliance.
The FPDA continues, from New Zealandʹs point of view, because, as in 1971, both Singapore and
Malaysia want it to continue for security reasons, because all countries get military value from it and
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because it represents an economical way for New Zealand to continue to demonstrate its political as
much as its military interest in the region. New Zealandʹs motives for participation remain at one
level as providing proactive security to the region and to New Zealandʹs interests in it, and have
moved at another level from an emotional commitment to Commonwealth security to an
arrangement in which the networking benefits for New Zealand, not just at the military level are
considerable.
New Zealandʹs final alliance, that with Australia, is the closest and the most important of the
alliance relationships. It is, more than any of the other relationships, ʹinevitableʹ, given the two
countriesʹ geo‐strategic location, economic interdependence, similar cultures and shared histories. As
early as 1910 Lord Kitchener, on behalf of the British Government, recommended that the two
Dominions coordinate their defence activities. 57 Today the relationship is described under the rubric
Closer Defence Relations (CDR), which is not treaty based but which involves the two countries
attempting to identify areas where they can work more closely together. Even in the 1950s there were
statements wondering whether the armed forces could get any closer together without merging.
They could and they have. The defence relationship today continues to be strengthened at all levels
short of institutional merger.
Although an attack on Australia does not appear likely, New Zealand has always, in its political
statements and defence policy documents, accepted a commitment to the defence of Australia. In
turn, Australia has accepted a similar commitment for the even remoter eventuality of a military
threat to New Zealand. The kinds of activities being pursued through CDR are similar to those which
have been followed since the 1950s. Attempts are made to synchronise policies, planning staffs
consult regularly and great emphasis is placed on operational and equipment compatibility. There is
a regular exercise programme between the armed forces. But there is no routine combined
contingency planning for, for example, the defence of Australia and there are no combined
operational or other forms of staff systems. In time, defence policy makers will need to consider the
extent to which links can be made ever closer without closer political ties. This is an emotional and
networking alliance with residual elements of pro‐active security preparedness.
An Alliance Balance Sheet
The previous section showed how New Zealand has entered, maintained and left (or been left by)
its alliance relationships. But none of this has addressed the important question ʹwhat has New
Zealand gained and lost through those relationshipsʹ? Indeed, there has been little formal analysis of
the question. There are many assertions, although few relate the assertions back to evidence or
analysis. The following sections attempt to provide a preliminary examination of some of the
common arguments for and against alliances in the New Zealand case.
The Benefits
There are a number of benefits commonly claimed for alliances, and for New Zealand in its
alliance relationships. Security is the most obvious. Other benefits commonly claimed are of access to
policy makers thus allowing New Zealandʹs voice to be heard and listened to on matters of concern,
participation in decisions about areas of interest to New Zealand, access to technology, access to a
wider range of experience and the development of a reservoir of goodwill as New Zealand
demonstrates good international citizenship; credit for the future perhaps.
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At one level, clearly, security was obtained. New Zealand was not threatened in this period and
did not have to seek alliance support. However, it is hard to ascribe that to any alliance relationship.
New Zealand did not expect to be threatened. When wider Commonwealth (and New Zealand)
interests were threatened in the early 1960s as Indonesia adopted its policy of ʹConfrontationʹ against
the new state of Malaysia, the AMDA partners worked together successfully to defeat the threat. But
the United States, despite giving oral assurances, in the ANZUS Council in 1963, of military support
to Australia and New Zealand if required, chose, when pressed, not to extend any alliance
commitment. 58 One alliance provided security in an area that all the members were interested in, an
other did not, primarily because the senior partner had no interest.
More positively, the alliance relationships have given routine access to security policy makers
within the member states. ANZUS had a regular series of meetings of Foreign Ministers, FPDA has
two yearly meetings of Chiefs of Defence Staff and three yearly meetings of Ministers of Defence, and
the Australian and New Zealand Ministers of Defence meet annually. These are positive forms of
networking and should be measured in networking terms rather than in terms of specific outcomes.
They allow for information to be exchanged, world views to be shared and differences of perspective
to be understood if not accepted. Shadowing the high level (often political) meetings are regular
working level contacts which develop a habit of dialogue and cooperation between officials. New
Zealand now has considerable experience of these kinds of activities. They are the kind of activity
now being mooted as ʹconfidence building measuresʹ within the developing regional security system.
They have existed and continue to exist for New Zealand with Australia, Britain, Singapore and
Malaysia. They may not require an alliance relationship to occur, but the alliance system has allowed
them to flourish.
There are wider benefits also. In the judgement of a Ministry of Foreign Affairs historian, New
Zealand gained a great deal from ANZAM:
Our national position frequently lost out to the greater weight of Australia and the United
Kingdom, but only because there was never an issue judged of such importance as to require that we
impose a veto. We could not have undertaken much of the detailed planning undertaken within
ANZAM. Through it, we received recognition of a defence role in our own area, access to planning
and operational decisions in Southeast Asia (at least as far as the Commonwealth was concerned),
and valuable information on the global situation and global policies. Together, these helped to
provide the basis we needed for decisions on the development of our armed forces. 59
And on ANZUS Olsen has argued that:
New Zealand critics unduly discount the leverage Wellington gained by being a full member of
ANZUS ... In fact New Zealand was an active participant in ANZUS decisions and arguably a
decisive voice when it came to Southwest Pacific island oriented issues which loom large to
Wellington, but are relatively minor for Washington. New Zealandʹs small but routine participation
in ANZUS structures and associated liaison positions gave it a presence that was far from
commensurate with its small capabilities or potential. In practice, New Zealand was able to shape
much larger policy issues from within ANZUS than it can hope to today. 60
This is certainly a long‐held perception by New Zealandʹs security planners. A major reason for
joining the Middle East Defence Organisation was so that decisions made about that area would have
New Zealandʹs input. If you arenʹt involved you will not be heard at all, is the underlying thought.
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Soft evidence for this may be seen in the reaction by New Zealand to several events since the
break down of the ANZUS alliance. Canada criticised the US sharply over the invasion of Panama,
NZ did not because it did not want to offend the US further following the breakdown in ANZUS
relations. On China, Australiaʹs foreign minister Gareth Evans was able to remonstrate publicly with
the US over the question of Most Favoured Nation status. NZ did not feel able to. These are the kinds
of issues which could be, and were, raised within the ANZUS Council. Perhaps it is easier to be
independent within an alliance. An alliance partner is perhaps able to speak out from within the
alliance because of the access enjoyed to the other partners. Outside some form of ʹspecial
relationshipʹ there is no need for the target of comments to listen at all. Inside the relationship they
may ignore the comments, but they have to listen.
Other advantages are less measurable, but nonetheless exist. New Zealand has a high political
profile in Malaysia and Singapore, in part because of its continued presence in those states since the
late 1940s. Although difficult to measure, such a profile seems intuitively to be of more advantage
than disadvantage. New Zealand has received access to military technology and intelligence,
especially from the United States but also from FPDA partners, which would not otherwise have
been available. The technology allows the armed forces to maintain at least a knowledge base if not a
capability; the intelligence on regional affairs ensures that New Zealandʹs decisions are informed by a
wider range of viewpoints than those available solely through national sources of information. These
are all benefits which should not lightly be discarded.
Some Disadvantages
None of the advantages, whether achieved in full or in part, are relevant if alliances are rejected as
a counter‐productive method for ordering international relations – bilaterally or multilaterally. The
most common arguments relate to ideas (in no order of priority):
•
of the likelihood that they will cause insecurity;
•
of the immorality of alliances generally and with the United States in particular;
•
that they have or will force New Zealand into irrelevant wars against her national interest;
•
that they have placed New Zealand in client state status with the allied states (again, normally
the US);
•
that they limit freedom of action in areas outside the ambit of the alliance; and
•
that they have or will force New Zealand into inappropriate force structures and equipment
purchases.
The most serious of these is that alliances in fact cause insecurity rather than security. This is a
somewhat stronger claim than that they do not achieve security. Vasquez argues, on the basis of
some correlations, that ʹit is a legitimate inference that alliances ... help to aggravate a situation that
makes war more likelyʹ and that they ʹdo not prevent war or promote peace; instead they are
associated with war. 61 Other research draws different conclusions:
Clearly, the large majority of wars have not been preceded by alliances ... Overall, the relationship
between alliance formation and war ... is negative and relatively low, contradicting the hypothesis
that the greater number of alliances in a given period, the greater the amount of war is likely. On the
other hand, it seems fairly clear as well that alliances neither prevent war nor foster peace. 62
It may be that any correlation occurs as alliances are built as a reaction to the rise of a threatening
situation rather than being the cause of it.
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A variant of the argument is that alliances may reduce a nationʹs security either by provoking
opposition and arms races, through the workings of the ʹsecurity dilemmaʹ, or by tying security to an
allyʹs ambitions. 63 Problem of this kind occur when a state not a member of the alliance reacts
unfavourably to the fact of the alliance, either by increasing its own military preparations or through
other political reactions. Alliance membership then becomes counter‐productive. This is all linked to
the argument that alliance membership forces a state into wars not in its interests. The argument is
hardly an issue when an alliance is entered into because of the imminent threat of aggression, but is
of somewhat more moment for other forms of alliance.
In New Zealandʹs case there is little evidence that alliance membership alone has caused
insecurity or even participation in war. The only claim of insecurity has been that New Zealand was
(or might have been) a nuclear target because of its relationship with the US during the Cold War.
No evidence is given to support the claim. Other war involvement by New Zealand has had various
causes, none of them particularly to do with alliance membership. War in Korea in the 1950s and the
Gulf in 1991 was undertaken in accordance with the principles of UN collective security rather than
alliance membership, confrontation with Indonesia was a reaction to Indonesiaʹs attacks on Malaysia
and on the basis of Commonwealth collective security (underpinned however by association with
AMDA), and Vietnam because of the ʹintersection of certain major trends in New Zealandʹs external
relationsʹ, not all to do with alliance relationships. 64 New Zealand policy makers believed (partly as a
response to alliance pressure) that it was in her interest to support the United States and thus be
involved in Vietnam in a limited way.
Participation in wars, it seems, has been despite or as well as, rather than purely because of
alliance membership. Wars, in other words, have been a feature of New Zealandʹs international
relations because policy makers believed that it was in the countryʹs interests to be involved, not
because alliance membership required it.
The question of morality has been discussed earlier. To reiterate, alliance membership generally is
a morally neutral question. It is a question of how best a state should protect itself. Specific alliances
may have moral dimensions, although it is hard to see that any of New Zealandʹs alliance
relationships have been immoral.
ʹClientismʹ does not seem to have been a problem for New Zealand. If a client state is defined as a
state which routinely does the bidding of a another state and which relies on it for direction as to
how to behave in the international arena, there can be little convincing argument that New Zealand
has been forced into client state status through alliance participation. The countryʹs record of
profound and public disagreement with allied states at different times and on different issues seems
to testify to that.
Nor does New Zealand seem to have been forced into actions in areas outside the security sphere
because of security relationships with other countries. Indeed, New Zealand has taken both
supportive and opposed positions on a range of international economic and cultural issues with no
apparent relationship between alliance partnership or otherwise and New Zealandʹs position on
specific issues.
The final argument generally used against alliances is that they have forced New Zealand into
inappropriate force structure and equipment decisions. It is certainly correct that New Zealand
adopted conscription because of alliance commitments and that its force structures and deployments
in the 1950s and 1960s reflected those commitments. But the alliance relationships were themselves
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adopted because they were perceived to meet New Zealandʹs needs, conscription was soon discarded
despite the alliance commitments, and the force commitments themselves were, variously,
renegotiated when they became too onerous, later ignored and ultimately rejected.
New Zealand has been pressured at different times by allies to purchase what has been (with
hindsight) unsuitable equipment. This has been most obvious with the Navy with the purchase, for
example, of the cruiser Royalist in the 1950s. It was offered, it now seems, on the basis more of the
value to Britain to have a cruiser in the region, than to New Zealand specific needs. 65 It is not so clear
though that New Zealand was forced to accept the ships. It chose to, as much through deference to
British ʹexpertiseʹ as because of alliance membership. The most recent case of ʹforceʹ is with the
purchase of two Anzac frigates in the 1980s for delivery from the late 1990s. The argument is that
New Zealand was forced into the (unsuitable) purchase because of its relationship with Australia. It
is quite correct that Australia was forceful in its opinion that New Zealand should replace its aging
frigate fleet. But New Zealand policy makers were also of that opinion. Options for smaller, less
capable, coastal and territorial waters vessels were examined, but ultimately the government decided
that it needed a ʹblue‐waterʹ capability. Once that decision was made it became almost irrelevant
which make of warship was purchased. It makes sense to have logistic as well as operational
interoperability with Australia, and the cost for the ships was considerably less than for equivalent
vessels purchased elsewhere. 66
Alliances: The Overall Experience
On the evidence here it is hard to ascribe any significant adverse effects to New Zealand through
its membership of alliances. There were different aims and motivations in New Zealandʹs attempts
for the alliance relationships. At times there has been an almost reflexive move to ally (ANZAM,
AMDA, FPDA, with Australia), at times a desire to be on the strongest side (ANZUS), and at others
there was a fear of a specific threat which had to be countered (MEDO, Five Power Staff Agency,
SEATO).
The Commonwealth relationships seem to have been entered into because the partners were
natural allies because of shared values and interests (Australia and Britain) and because New
Zealand accepted a collective obligation to maintain Commonwealth interests in the region. The
FPDA and CDR relations have been maintained in part because of the shared values, but also
because all partners have got, and continue to get, value from them. The benefits are different for
each country, especially in the FPDA. The value to New Zealand lies in the links with Southeast Asia
and the ability to train in an environment different from that offered by other states. Singapore and
Malaysia probably take different value from the relationship. 67
Other alliances were entered into because of a sense of threat, not direct and not necessarily
immediate, but nonetheless potential, looming and, if realised, harmful. In this sense they were
classic cases of balancing behaviour informed by a clear sense of national interest. Where different
sets of values clashed, New Zealand seemed to be aware of the factors and able to set clear priorities
for itself.
Walt discusses the differing reasons for alliance endurance and collapse. 68 His conclusions are not
startling. Alliances collapse either because the external environment changes and the raison dʹetre for
the alliance disappears, or because there are changes in the domestic political processes of one or
other member state. This has been New Zealandʹs experience with MEDO, SEATO and ANZUS. On
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the other hand, Walt argues that alliances persist variously because they have a strong leader,
because they are symbols of resolve against threat, because they are needed by domestic political
elites, because there is institutional strength and cohesiveness sufficient to ensure the allianceʹs
continued existence, or because of a sense of ideological solidarity and shared identity leading to a
security community. New Zealandʹs experience is that those alliances to have lasted have done so
because of a broadly shared identity of values and interests (especially with Australia) and because
they have adapted themselves and become communities of functional networks in which the security
component has become less important relative to the other benefits to be gained from shared
activities.
New Zealandʹs alliances, it seems, have either adapted themselves to prevailing circumstances or
withered. MEDO disappeared, SEATO disappeared, ANZUS adapted and when it could no longer
adapt to meet New Zealandʹs needs, in effect disappeared. On the other hand, AMDA transformed
itself into the FPDA and both the FPDA and CDR relationships have reinvented themselves and
continued to grow. It would seem from this that, without a specific threat to focus the mind, the
alliances to have survived have been those between states with more or less common values and
where the alliance itself has been able to reduce the emphasis on ʹsecurityʹ and focus instead on
ʹcooperationʹ. If this is so, then it is a path for the future.
It may be of course that New Zealand is in a special position. It is geographically remote, has
limited abilities to provoke more powerful states in a military sense and thus faces few threats. New
Zealand, it may be, does not need alliances and because it does not need them can afford to maintain
those which correspond to its national values rather than to those which emphasise threat. There may
be no general lesson to learn about alliance behaviour here. But that would be to miss the point.
Whether or not there are general lessons to be learnt, there are specific lessons for New Zealand. The
main one is that New Zealand has found it to be in her own interests to be allied with different states
at different times and that New Zealand has been a net beneficiary through its alliance membership.
It is an open question, though, whether that will be the case in the future.
The alliances that remain now provide benefits which could be provided without the concept of
alliance necessarily being invoked. Networking, cooperation, information sharing and confidence
building in the military sphere may, in the absence of specific threat, be areas to focus on for the
future, rather than on the mechanics of forming security relationships with a range of states. But that
will be dependent on the international environment in the early decades of the twenty first century,
The Twenty First Century Environment
We know that the Cold War is over. Unfortunately, we do not know much more than that.
Questions to be answered, relating to the Asia‐Pacific region alone, include the large ones: the future
relationship and balance of power and influence between China, the US and Japan; how and when
the Korean peninsula will be reintegrated; or the effect of ASEANʹs expansion and more specific ones
such as how territorial disputes in the South China Sea and elsewhere will be resolved and how ʹnewʹ
transborder security issues such as the environment will be integrated into regional problem solving
processes. None of this is immediately knowable.
There is therefore much speculation as to the shape of the future international system. A working
assumption is that the system will, in the short to medium term of the first decades of the 21st
century at least, remain more or less as it is today. That is, a system of states in which there is a
degree of shared interest and cooperation, but also of distinct national interest and self‐help. But we
do not know if there will be renewed great power confrontation (perhaps after a breathing space)
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and we do not know if there is likely to be a form of regional hegemonic control by any power. The
US does not appear to want to play this role in Asia and the Pacific; will any other state attempt to by
default? Or will some new form of order emerge?
There are several great questions which need to be answered relating to any future world order.
Booth suggests two of relevance to this paper: what are the limits of political community and how
should that community be organised; and just what is it that constitutes security? 69 If some resolution
to those questions can be made we will be in a better shape to make some judgements about the
value of one kind of community: alliance.
International Political Community
Of the common forecasts about the shape of the future (renewed bipolar conflict, a multipolar
world, regional hegemonic systems, more of the same), only two see any reduction in the significance
of the state. The first is the concept of world governance, promoted by some, but rejected by most. In
this system a supranational authority would assume control of at least the security functions of
current state governments. The second is what has been described as a new medievalism in which
current systems of interstate relationships are lost under different forms of overlapping
supranational, transnational, national and subnational processes and institutions. Loyalties may be
given to more than one ordering system (as in the competition between church and king in the
middle ages) and the systems will compete for that loyalty. 70 A system of world governance would of
course reduce the state to insignificance and make alliances redundant. A new medievalism might
reduce the significance of states, but as they would have to compete with other actors it would be
most likely that the concept of alliance would achieve greater rather then lesser salience. However,
neither of these forms of international order is likely to occur in the next 10 to 20 years.

•

•

•

•

Some assumptions may, therefore, be made.
The state will continue to be the predominant (but not the only) player in world politics and
states will therefore interact with other states. 71 Occasionally those interactions will lead to
clashes of interest and conflict. States will want to maximise their power to ensure that their
interests are protected and promoted. There will, therefore, be a system to bring states together
and allow them to consult.
Asia will continue to prosper as a region. For New Zealand It will be more important than
Europe, because of its economic strength, because a significant part of the countryʹs economic
activity takes place in the region and because conflict in this region could directly affect wider
New Zealand interests. The region is not homogeneous and needs to be approached with an
understanding that the interests of one country are not necessarily the same as those of its
neighbours.
There will be threats without specific enemies: proliferation of weapons of mass destruction,
drug trafficking, organised crime, terrorism and threats to the environment. All are part of the
new ʹcomprehensiveʹ security. 72 None are the result of the kind of systemic imbalance of forces
which requires a traditional military alliance of opposing forces to correct. These kinds of new
threats mean that security must be defined in relation to values and identity as well as to
military aspects.
The use of force will become more and more illegitimate as a means of resolving disputes, but
states will reserve the right of legitimate self defence. This will occasionally lead to a form of
security dilemma as ones stateʹs self defence will look very like anotherʹs threat.

Security within the International Arena
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This is still, in other words an international society without true or consistent order. Although the
boundary between domestic order and international anarchy is a realist one, the answer is not so
much to eliminate anarchy by superimposing an overarching authority as to develop an international
society in which norms of conduct are such that the maleficent aspects of anarchy are removed as
each actor is able to maximise its benefits from international society through cooperation,
consultation and similar behaviours.
New Zealandʹs interests will remain, in this assumed future, very much as they have been in the
last 50 years. The country will legitimately be interested in promoting international stability. Without
stability New Zealand, as with other small states, faces uncertainty in international relations and in
trade. But the stability must be the stability of the rule of international law rather than the stability of
imposed peace. New Zealandʹs values were expressed at the time of the negotiations over the UN
and they have not changed significantly since. At times those values may have to be defended and
fought for.
Security for New Zealand will, then, be a system in which New Zealandʹs values are, if not
predominant, taken into account in the international arena. A system in which disputes are regulated
according to a set of shared norms and values enshrined in international law rather than through the
application of force, and a system in which states cooperate and have confidence in each other.
Military Relationships: Their Future Utility
This does not sound like a system in which the armed forces can play a significant role. In the
short term at least, New Zealand could perhaps safely relegate the armed forces to the dustbin of
history and concentrate on diplomatic, trade and cultural links to ensure that its international
interests are met. The armed forces could be refocussed as border security and resource protection
forces.
This would however put New Zealand almost alone in the world (in Europe for example, states
are clamouring to join NATO despite the almost complete absence of external threat). Being alone is
not necessarily a bad place to be if itʹs also the right place to be. But ʹrightʹ is subjective. Security
problems are not likely to disappear completely. By discarding its armed forces unilaterally New
Zealand would likely alienate the states on which it relies to ensure the continued importance of the
kinds of values that New Zealand wants to predominate. New Zealand would have no ability to
work with its friends to resolve situations in which the use of military force is appropriate or
essential and would be discounted as a participant in the various regional forums used to resolve
security issues. These are not outcomes which should lightly be given up.
If, rightly or wrongly, armed forces are seen as underpinning the international values that
friendly states such as Australia, Singapore, Malaysia and the US see as important, then for New
Zealand to renounce armed force would be seen as a ʹfree‐loadingʹ action and New Zealand would
suffer accordingly. If the armed forces continue to be relevant, the question must be: ʹhow best can
we utilise them in the pursuit of securityʹ?
Alliances generally do continue to have a role in providing security for specific circumstances,
even if that role is currently somewhat diminished. There is nothing in the possible shape of the
future international environment to say that they will not have a more important role in the future.
Perhaps, though, more emphasis should now be given to their wider role in forging genuine links
between states so as to reduce the uncertainty inherent in a world of state interests. As such, they
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enhance other forms of interstate grouping to provide for comprehensive solutions from
comprehensive threats. This kind of arrangement emphasises the process of cooperative activity as a
security end in itself rather than through a fear of external threat forcing cooperative activity.
Formal alliances do not, however, have to be made to do this. The armed forces can be used in
these cooperative relationships without having the country enter into a security relationship with its
military partners. The armed forces can and should instead be used as a tool of international
diplomacy in networking and confidence building to help build up a climate of expectation (of good
international behaviour) because ʹcommitments entered, arrangements made, the pooling of
intelligence or other resources, habits of consultation ...ʹ constitute a force acting upon the partners. 73
This is the kind of arrangement that New Zealand has developed with several states (and lost to
some extent with the United States) through its alliances.
It makes sense for New Zealand to work to develop military links with all states in the Asia‐
Pacific region so that shared concerns can be worked out together and cooperative solutions
developed. China and Japan would be good candidates to begin with, as would the ASEAN states
outside the FPDA and even India and Pakistan. Initially networks could begin at the level of bilateral
exchanges of ideas and concepts between officials, later there could be exchanges of individuals,
combined exercises and shared approaches to specific issues. New Zealand would gain in that it
would be seen as a willing participant in regional problem solving and it would gain an additional
dimension of knowledge about the region and its concerns. New Zealandʹs networks are not so
developed that any one can be neglected.
The Mutual Assistance Programme is another form of networking which brings positive returns
to New Zealand and is more likely to add to the countryʹs security than to reduce it. Already the
MAP covers some 15 countries. The range of activities covered by the armed forces include, as well
as specifically military training, community infrastructure development and medical and dental
support to individuals. These activities allow New Zealand to develop an understanding of the
countries in which the activities occur and give the armed forces exposure to the region. That is good
for New Zealand and for the countries concerned.
Once all of these kinds of relationships are working properly as one link in a web of economic,
political and cultural relationships, the likelihood of conflict between the partners would seem to be
reduced. If a military threat from outside did rise, the already existing habits of cooperation and
understanding of each otherʹs military capabilities and culture would make alliance formation easier.
That would seem to be a sensible position to reach.
Conclusions
This discussion has broadened the concept of alliance, and developed it to emphasise the mutual
benefits to be gained through combined military activities with a wide range of states rather than
focusing narrowly on a small number of traditional allies and on strictly security activities. There are
no doubt many ʹreasonsʹ why these kind of activities ʹcan not be doneʹ. But if they are not done we
condemn ourselves potentially to continuing with an antagonistic and fearful outlook on the world.
An outlook based on a lack of knowledge of military capabilities and intentions and a world in which
New Zealand is dependent on a few powerful protectors to shape its world view. That can not be
sensible.
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A realist would argue that alliances are necessary because they are a means to ensure future
security. An idealist might argue that they are useful because they can act as a means of increasing
linkages between states and thus help them build up confidence in each other. Either view could be
correct. They are not necessarily incompatible. New Zealand certainly has experience of each kind of
alliance. In the last 20 years the networking and exchange aspects of alliance have been more
important than any security guarantee. That may not be so in he future, but it does demonstrate that
there is no necessary reason for alliances to be focused purely on security matters and on deterring
threats, real or potential.
For New Zealand, alliances and other military relationships have to reflect the countryʹs identity
and its interests, and ultimately must have a role as part of a national strategy for dealing with the
international system. Its alliances must be means to help achieve desired ends. Those ends are
unlikely to be dramatically different in 2020 from 1990. New Zealand will still want the region to be
stable, will still want New Zealand to be free from military threat, will still want the seas to be free
for trading purposes, will not want any significant hostile power to be able to exert control over any
significant part of the region.
Alliances have their place. They make a statement about how the country sees its place in the
world and what it is prepared to do to ensure that its allies remain secure. Equally, they send a signal
to potential ʹdisturbers of the peaceʹ that to attempt to disrupt the interests of one country may be to
engage the interests of several others. That is a valuable tool for as long as there countries which do
attempt to disrupt interests.
But security policies do not have to be either or: alliances or independence. The UN or nothing.
These are false dichotomies. A better approach would be to see that a range of policy approaches will
be necessary to cover the non‐specific security environment of the future. Collective security
activities through the UN and other multilateral organisations will make sense in certain
circumstances. Equally, forms of multilateral security cooperation and confidence building measures
make sense also. They can assist in the process of building a security community; a grouping of states
between which there can be no thought that armed force will be used to resolve conflict.
It is sensible to use military relationships for our own ends. We can, through alliances and other
military relationships, begin to transform one aspect of international society. This is to refocus
alliances away from the need to threaten other states to the desire to establish security communities
which will develop norms and standards of inter‐state conduct. If we do this there is little doubt that
military relationships generally and alliances in particular will continue to have considerable future
utility. The specific forms of any relationship must, however, be chosen with care to ensure that the
most appropriate is entered into according to the specifics of the international environment.

**********************
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